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Welcome, Agenda Review, Introductions, Housekeeping

Sample Packet Review

Co-Chair Opportunity

Next Steps/Re-cap and Adjourn  

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fairly straight forward agenda.  We’re scheduled to 11:45 
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Welcome, Agenda Review, Introductions, Housekeeping

Sample Packet Review

Co-Chair Opportunity

Next Steps/Re-cap and Adjourn  

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roll call – If you were on the Jan webinar we’ll do the same remember we read left to right  When you’re slide comes up intro yourself Product will be on left and IS on the right
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Products
Coordinating Committee

Michael Gump

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Lorri Kirstein

Coordinating Committee Members!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roll call – If you were on the Jan webinar we’ll do the same When you’re slide comes up intro yourself Product and IS left to right
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Coordinating Committee Members!
Products

Coordinating Committee

Jess Kincaid
(Michelle Lichtenfels)

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Michelle Lichtenfels
(Jess Kincaid)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Josh Mitchell

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Scott Stanford

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Matt Babbitts
(Zeecha Van Hoose)

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Bill Hibbs
(Matt Babbitts)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Thad Roth

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Oliver Kesting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Todd Greenwell
Becky Arte-Howell

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Shelley Martin
Sheree Willhite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Tina Jayaweera
(Kevin Smit)

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Kevin Smit
(Charlie Grist)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Don Jones, Jr.

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Nancy Goddard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Patrick Weaver
(Chris Boroughs)

(Amit Singh)

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Mark Lenssen
(Michael Lane)
(Anne Marshall)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Scott Cooper

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

TBD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Cathy Anderson

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Sinh Tran

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Coordinating Committee Members
Products

Coordinating Committee

Lis Saunders

Integrated Systems 
Coordinating Committee

Natasha Houldson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EUGENE
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Welcome, Agenda Review, Introductions, Housekeeping

Sample Packet Review

Co-Chair Opportunity

Next Steps/Re-cap and Adjourn  

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First item is a refresh on Committee member roles
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Coordinating Committee Roles

18

• Coordination & optimization of 
NEEA programs and activities

• Identify & seize leveraging 
opportunities to amplify 
market influence

• Identify & manage potential 
implementation challenges 
between NEEA and utilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to success is making sure we are clear on rolesAnd of course that just Committee  members NEEA staff as well
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Collective Role – Working Together  

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond an individual role we have a collective role NEEA and Committee MemberApart from the charter roles, there’s a collective role that we’re all responsible for (both NEEA and Stakeholders) – and that is to work together and co-create a collaborative environment, with a 2 way communication, that we can ALL benefit from – and this is where we facilitators/SR team need your help!So here are some tenets we came up with, that we think will support creating real, robust conversations. Let’s check-in at the end of this slide and let me know if this resonates for you and/or if there’s anything you’d like to add or change.2) Be informed enough to share your organization’s activities, as relevant to the committee you’re participating in.3) Come prepared to actively participate in the discussions – by sharing your expertise, your knowledge about activities and any resources4) Both NEEA and you Be transparent about those activities; as the work we’re all doing, impacts the whole5) Be present with the conversation to identify any potential conflicts/challenges6) Be proactive and flag any potential opportunities to leverage7) Be familiar with the intention/purpose/goals of this committee and stay within the scope/boundaries assigned, and be willing to refer to the appropriate forums as necessary8) Be proactive in reporting outcomes back to RPAC or the relevant CC, so we’re all on the same page9) Speak up if something doesn’t resonate for you10) Be curious and assume + intent – it’s business and not personal11) Be willing to be in the conversation and stay flexible  – this committee is about managing thru conflicts, so we need to talk about them and be flexible enough to come to a resolution
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If you’re still 
unsure of your 

role –
let’s talk.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not sure of your role
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Scheduling
Q3 & Q4

Q2 Q3 Q4

In-person 
meetings

April 15 & 16

CC in-person 
meetings at 

Ops Planning

Interim CC 
webinar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember we talked about making the process align more closely with NEEA’s Op Planning.We think some synergies can be gained by sharing early sharing of plans for 2021 – probably won’t be perfectWebinar in August most likely second week (10-13) or fourth (24-25)  we need you inputGive example.Q4 meeting early Oct. first or second weekImmediate thoughts
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Welcome, Agenda Review, Introductions, Housekeeping

Sample Packet Review

Co-Chair Opportunity

Next Steps/Re-cap and Adjourn  

Agenda
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How did we get here?

23

        

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I review the sample packet, I’d like to talk about the process of how we got to this packet –It started with RPAC’s feedback -1) When the Task Force introduced the new structure, RPAC was willing to try it out with some reservations:- breaking from sector based structure- diminished opportunities for CC member connection/sharing/networking- increase in time commitment by CC membersdecrease in in-person participationSo as the internal team (which included BJ, Eugene and I and Emily and Jeff) started thinking about this, we kept these reservations in mind, to make sure they didn’t fall thru the cracks.2) So, instead of completely re-inventing the wheel, we decided to start with what we have now and get feedback on what’s been working in these ACs. So last Q4 2019 meetings, we asked what you found most valuable, effective/helpful and productive? Which helped us start somewhere, ground our ideas on paper and start making some assumptions. You seem to value:member share-outs & collaborative discussions, program-program exchanges & coordination, how other utilities are implementing programs, Time to network with your peers/connect with others, program activity updates and focus on future plans1:1 roadshow approach and the quarterly check-ins/funder engagement, clear asks and expectations sent out in advancewell defined meeting agendas, portfolio updates, packets & links to relevant newsletters, Q&A discussionsThen we shared those starting assumptions with you at the Introductory CC webinar and got more feedback:Aligning so far, and happy with changesRegarding WGs: Concerns about possibly watering down WG efforts; Ensure we’re not loosing expertise from WGs, still pull groups together as necessary;  Don’t let things fall thru the cracks & Initiate collaboration as needed, whether in new structure or outside of NEEA; Don’t want important work to halt because WGs have sunsetted; Confirm whether process is working or notWould like 2-3 weeks advance notice, to meet the Goldilocks targetInitial Assumptions Shared: Consistent std template, consistency; Details—not too little, not too much; Concisely include the program basics—who, what, how, when; Summarize recent developments, key upcoming activities; Flag known coordination needs and leverage opportunities; Keep concise (2-3 pgs max) and include links to more details4) The point is that we’ve gone thru a thoughtful, interactive process, while keeping all your feedback in mind, and tried to address it as much as we can – so this packet is what we’ve come up with and we want to dive into it with you as an initial review, to make sure we’re on the right track .So as I’m going over the packet Q to keep in mind while we review the packet:  Is this the right level of information you need to do your job – and your job being:discussing regional and local program plans, Identifying and working thru any implementation challenges/conflicts, and Identifying and collaborating to leverage any opportunities and each others’ efforts. And if not – then what is?ANY QUESTIONSSo let’s take a look at the sample packetCCs: Are the forums for actual program-program coordination & collaboration. CCs will discuss regional and local program plans, work thru any implementation challenges/conflicts, and work together to leverage any opportunities and each others’ efforts. Task Force Tenets:Process has room for improvement, but it’s workingCommunication disconnects are costly (time, money, relationships)Need to hit the “Goldilocks” target – right people, right topic, right time Role clarification is key to ensuring distinct and complementary rolesCCs will discuss regional and local program plans, work thru any implementation challenges/conflicts, and work together to leverage any opportunities and each others’ efforts. The theme that resonated strongly with RPAC members was the need to -ensure regional alliance activities were coordinated with funders’ home organization activities, both for the sake of	- managing through areas of conflicting activities, and for 	- leveraging each others work to amplify the region’s collective market impact.  These 2 objectives are the crux of the newly proposed “Coordinating Committees”, which represent an evolution of the current sector-based committees, with clarified scope that is distinct and complementary 
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Sample Packet Review

Are we on the right track? 

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before, we go deep into reviewing the packet - I’d like to take a quick temperature check on the questions you got for homework regarding this packet:What’s your initial take on this so far?  Are we on the right track?Are there any parts of this sample packet – agenda, meeting prep highlights or activity report, that don’t work for you?What’s the scoop?Ok, Let’s dive in….
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Sample  
Agenda
Highlights

Integrated Systems
Coordinating Committee (ISCC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Draft Agenda Highlights – big picture viewThis is a sample agenda for the ISCC with some topics just for discussion –So what’s new & different:Agenda items are organized based on product families, with relevant sectors noted in color code – this allows you to identify what topics are relevant to what sector, so that you know what times to attend - this tries to address the feedback/concern we heard from you re: breaking away from sector you all  Topics within relevant sectors are scheduled closer together, as much as possible – to help folks stay for a segment of time relevant to their sector, and avoid calling in for a 2nd timeIntent of each segment is to provide/share a brief update on activities for that program, that may require coordination or may offer leveraging opportunities for other CC members, and have members share any relevant info/ activities and together discuss/work thru any challenges/conflicts or leverage any opportunitiesAdditional 30 min for stakeholders to share any other info that does not fall into any of the topics but is relevant to the stakeholder body.ANY QUESTIONS OR FEEDBACK?
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Sample  
Agenda
Highlights

9:00-9:30 am Welcome, Introductions and Housekeeping Facilitator ##

9:30 – 10:15 am Manufactured Homes (R) Neil Grigsby
ALL ##

10:15 – 11:00 am Utility Share-out on Additional Updates ALL

11:00 - 11:15 am BREAK ALL

11:15 - 12:00 pm Next Step Homes (R)
Jonathon 
Belmont
ALL

##

12:00 - 12:30 pm LUNCH ALL --

12:30 - 1:45 pm

Consumer Products (R)
- Retail Products Portfolio
- Super-Efficient Clothes Dryers

Beth 
Littlehales
ALL

##

1:45 - 2:00 pm BREAK ALL --

2:00 – 3:00 pm Heat Pump Water Heaters (R)(C) Jill Reynolds
ALL

3:00 - 3:30 pm Extended Motor Products(R)(C)(I) Warren Fish
ALL

3:30 – 3:45 pm Public Comment, Review Action Items, Adjourn
Evening Networking Happy Hour Event ALL

OBJECTIVE + DESIRED OUTCOME:  on coordination and optimization of NEEA programs and 
related activities by (1) identifying and managing through potential implementation 
challenges between NEEA and local utility activities, and (2) identifying and seizing 
leveraging opportunities that can drive amplified market influence. 

Products
Coordinating Committee (PCC)

AGENDA (All Times Pacific)

Integrated Systems
Coordinating Committee (ISCC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for a live in person meeting – we were planningBack-to-back meetings With a networking opportunity in the eve! This would address the concern/feedback we heard about potentially loosing connection /peer-to-peer timeStarting later and ending early – so you can get back home on timeWHAT DO YOU THINK - ANY QUESTIONS?
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Sample
Meeting 
Preparation 
Highlights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Draft Meeting Preparation Highlights – New!  Intention of this sheet is to highlight any preparation materials for you to have a collaborative discussion on coordinating and leveraging opportunities.	- eg homework – like reading materials, questions to think of in advance, links to other information, etc…All preparation materials in one sheet – gives the opportunity to review all details that may be good to know but that may not be covered at the meetingReading materialsQuestions to think aboutLinks to newslettersOther relevant informationFor example, for LLLC:You are to review the coordination & leveraging opportunities in the LLLC Program Activity report, and note the areas for coordination with your programs:And some questions to be thinking about:Are there any trainings & marketing resources you can leverage?Are there any LLLC projects that can be case studies?WHAT DO YOU THINK ? ANY QUESTIONS
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Check-in

How does it look 
so far?
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Sample 
Program 
Activity Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Draft Program Activity Report –  New! There will be an Activity Report for each program that will show - all the activities currently planned, in accordance with the goals to be achieved this year, as described in the 2020 Operations Plan for that program. This is the core of the packet.Let’s look at LLLC as an example– all the points/bullets here are written for illustrative purposes:Starts with a summary pageProgram Overview on the right;  Summary of opportunities key updates & resourcesThe Intention of this sheet is to give you a glance on 1 sheet of the program overall.WHAT DO YOU THINK ? ANY QUESTIONS?
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Sample 
Program 
Activity Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next couple of pages of the Activity Report have program activities in accordance with the goals in the 2020 Operations Plan for that programFor example, LLLC program is focusing on 3 goals for this year, and includes :recent progress made, what’s being planned ahead and key coordinating and leveraging opportunities, the latter which is being summarized on the 1st page.WHAT DO YOU THINK - ANY QUESTIONS
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Sample 
Program 
Activity Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the 3rd goal.WHAT DO YOU THINK - ANY QUESTIONS
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Sample 
Program 
Activity Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This last page is included as a snapshot of all the key program activities being planned for LLLC this year, and with which market actors, highlighting any potential coordinating & leveraging opportunities.  This covers the what, who, whenAlthough all of this may be important, you may want to pay attention to the utility role – as that means NEEA will be reaching out to you for those activities.ANY QUESTIONS
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Check-in

Overall how does 
it look?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not sure of your role
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Welcome, Agenda Review, Introductions, Housekeeping

Sample Packet Review

Co-Chair Opportunity

Next Steps/Re-cap and Adjourn  

Agenda
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NEEACC
Member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Co-Chair
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So far so 
good?

Questions?

Thoughts?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to hear from you After all this is as much your CC as NEEA  We own it.
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Welcome, Agenda Review, Introductions, Housekeeping

Sample Packet Review

Co-Chair Opportunity

Next/Re-cap and Adjourn  

Agenda
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Next Steps/ Re-cap

39

Scheduling
Q3 & Q4  

Co-Chair 
Nominations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARRecap/Next steps:  will be an area where we review briefly any action items and next steps, which will be capture in the notes and in the repot back to RPACScheduling – we’ll be reaching out to you shortly to schedule Q3 interim webinar & Q4 live/in-person meetingsCo-Chair – and we’ll be also reaching out to you regarding the co-chair nominations.Any other feedback – and collecting any other feedback on the process.ANY QUESTIONS/ FEEDBACK
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Next Steps/Re-Cap

40

Scheduling
Q3 & Q4  

Co-Chair Nominations

Your Feedback on the tools and 
process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARRecap/Next steps:  will be an area where we review briefly any action items and next stepsScheduling – we’ll be reaching out to you shortly to schedule Q3 interim webinar & Q4 live/in-person meetingsCo-Chair – and we’ll be also reaching out to you regarding the co-chair nominations.Any other feedback – and collecting any other feedback on the process.
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Thank you all!
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